
What are you looking forward to right now?      

Who would you say that you are living for?

Who does verse 12 say we are?      

What should God’s people be like according to verses 12-14?      

Which characteristic helps tie all the others together?

Which comes first?  According to verse 13, does God forgive us first, or do we have to forgive

others first?      

Verse 17 says that we should thank God by how we live our lives.  Everything we do should be

thanking God.  This must be a humongous thank you!  What are we thanking God for?

Read Colossians 3:12-17

 

Video

Watch the video -'A Friendly Thing  Called Forgiveness' 

https://youtu.be/PwZnxOXauF8

 

Big Idea- Jesus changes us to be more like him.

 

Discussion Questions - Year 3-6

Introduction:    

 

Comprehension:     

 

Understanding:      

     

·       

 

Family Devotions:  Colossians 3:12-17
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Do you think Jesus has the right to ask you to do everything for him?  Why or why not?

Try and think of how you can use the things you do every day to thank God.  For example, how

can you go to school in a way that thanks God?  How can you hang out with your friends in a

way that thanks God?  

What new things can you put in your life to thank God?  

Which of the characteristics in verses 12-14 can you be building in your life as a ‘thank you’ to

God?

Application

 (-You can talk about how Jesus gave up everything so that we could have everything, so it only

makes sense that we give up our (short) lives on this earth for him)      

(- Something that helps me is shooting up a quick prayer of thanks whenever I think of him

throughout my day)      

 

Prayer 

·Pray that God would help us all to live in a thankful way.

 

Memory Verse

Read the memory verse  Philippians 4:8 and think of actions to go with it! If you’re up for a

challenge, see if you can match the memory verse to a song you know, to help you remember! 

 

Activities

Colouring Competition – Scan and email your colouring page to Ali and prizes will be awarded for

the neatest and the most creative. Prizes will be posted

 

Included this week are colouring sheets, dress up people, find a words and more. Scan and email

your creations to Ali and prizes will be awarded for the neatest and the most creative. Prizes will be

posted
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Craft

Forgive One Another - Make your 'Forgive One Another Craft'

Materials: * Three smiley face with the words ‘forgive’ ‘one’ ‘another’

* Collage material   *  Colour pencils, textas, crayons

* Stapler    *  Scissors    * Plastic ring or similar     *  Ribbon

 

Instructions:

* Decorate each smiley face using collage material and Colour pencils, textas, crayons

* Cut out each smiley face

* Staple each smiley face down a wide strip of ribbon

* Staple a loop of ribbon through a plastic ring

 

From QuizWorx Home Delivery

Included this week are puzzles, colouring-in and more, watch the video then download the

worksheets.

 

Just for Fun

Have a family fashion parade
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